The equilibrium adsoption behavior described by Equation 9 in the main body of text is derived using a transfer matrix calculation of the partition function. This method is well-established in statistical mechanics, and is used by Sing et al. to derive their adsorbtion equation for a similar system (1) . The grand partition function of the multi-energy system (∆E 1 = ∆E 2 ) in vector notation is shown below:
( 1) where n B represents the "occupancy" of the system: each i can be in one of three states (unbound, partially bound, or fully bound). n B1 = 0 indicates that i is not in the partially (singly) bound state, and n B1 = 1 indicates that i is in the partially bound state. This occupancy definition is the same for n B2 and the fully (doubly) bound state. ∆ E 1 is the energy upon binding for a partially bound protein, and ∆ E 2 is the energy upon binding for a fully bound protein (see main text for more detailed description). µ is the chemical potential, and the 3.5 is a simulation-dependent protein degree of freedom term.
The grand partition function can be calculated by multiplication of matrices instead of by direct sumation. These matrices, M i,j represent probablilities of a state at i based on the possibilities of what the state was at i − 1. Because there are three possible states, a 3 × 3 matrix is required:
where P = e ∆E1+µ and Q = e ∆E2−3.5 . Each term of the matrix is the contribution at position i given the contribution at position j to the partition function. The first row holds the contributions of moving from any state (unbound, corresponding to the first column, partially bound, corresponding to the second column, or fully bound, corresponding to the third column) to the unbound state. The second row are the contributions (P ) moving from any state (unbound, partially bound, or fully bound) to the partially bound position. The third row are the contributions (Q) moving from any state to the fully bound state. Movement from unbound to fully bound or fully bound to fully bound is not possible, so those contribution terms are always 0.
The matrix multiplication form of the grand partition function is
where φ N = φ 0 = 1P are the contributions of the ends of the chain of length N to the partition function.
With a large enough value of N , this equation can be approximated by the largest eigenvalue of M i,j , λ 0 , to the N th power:
We note that the matching between simulation and theory provides a posteriori justification for the large-N assumption. For this multi-energy, multi-state system, the largest eigenvalue is
where P and Q are the partition function contributions shown earlier.
To find the equilibrium number of proteins, we use the thermodynamic relationship
where n p is the number of proteins bound to the DNA (either partially or fully bound). When we substitute λ 0 in for Ξ, we can solve for n p :
which is the result shown in Equation 9 in the main text.
SD Figure 2:
Data from protein facilitated dissociation simulations at ∆Ẽ total = 13.0. A. Unbinding curves for external protein concentration of c = 1µM. The system starts with 25 tagged proteins doubly bound to the stationary DNA strand, and non-tagged proteins are initialized throughout the simulation box to obtain a concentration of c = 1µM, corresponding to 86 protein beads (or 43 protein dimers). When a tagged protein moves 6a from the tethered DNA, the protein is removed, and we observe that the number of tagged proteins (n B ) in the system decreases exponentially. B. The off-rate constant, k off as a function of c at different ∆Ẽ 2 . The solid lines are values calculated from Equation 10 in the main body of text.
SD Figure 3:
Data at symmetric energies (∆Ẽ 1 = ∆Ẽ 2 ) for different ∆Ẽ total . Data shown in bold black is at ∆Ẽ total = 13.0, which is the ∆Ẽ total value used in Figure 4 in the main text and SD Figure 1 . A. Protein competitor unbinding curves at c = 1µM . B. Off-rate constant, k off , as a function of ∆Ẽ total and protein competitor concentration c. C. DNA competitor unbinding curves at c = 20ng/µL D. Off-rate constant, k off , as a function of ∆Ẽ total and DNA competitor concentration c.
